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PRIVATE EQUITY (1)PRIVATE EQUITY (1)
• Separate capital market segment. Two types:

– Buyouts
– Venture Capital

• Substantial, controlling stake in companies, fairly long hold period (3-5 years in 
case of buyouts), and then exit

• Investment return mainly from realizing capital gains, not current income

• Fairly high expected return for individual private equity investments (20-30%), but 
high risk of big losses and very limited liquidity

• Historical average returns on private equity portfolios higher than return on public 
equity, but differ widely:

– Absolute return: 10-15% per annum
– Excess return relative to public equity: +2/+4%
– But top quartile private equity funds predominantly generate that excess 

return
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PRIVATE EQUITY (2)PRIVATE EQUITY (2)

• Private equity firms set up and manage PE funds

• In every PE fund, the PE firm is the General Partner (GP), who cooperates with the 
external investors, the limited partners (LP’s), who provide financial resources

• The GP is the fund manager, who determines the strategy

• The LP’s mostly are large institutional investors such as pension funds

• The GP is very much and intensively involved in the portfolio companies in which 
the PE fund invests.

• The objective is: buy & repair & build & sell
– Financial restructuring
– Operational restructuring
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PRIVATE EQUITY IS NOT RISK FREEPRIVATE EQUITY IS NOT RISK FREE
• IRR = +15% • IRR = -15%
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ABP AND PRIVATE EQUITY ABP AND PRIVATE EQUITY 
• For ABP private equity is a very attractive asset category: high return 

potential and limited risks in a broadly diversified, global portfolio

• End of Q3 2007 ABP’s private equity involvement is 3.1% of total assets, i.e. 
7 bn €.  ABP’s strategy is gradual expansion to 5% in 2010. 

• End of Q3 2007 the IRR (internal rate of return) as from 2000 has reached a 
level of 15.9 %

• AlpInvest is responsible for implementing the private equity program of 
ABP

• AlpInvest is a fund-of-funds manager, owned by Dutch pension funds ABP 
and PGGM.

Fund investments 62% Venture capital 15%
Direct and co-investments 22% Buyouts 85%
Secondaries 9%
Mezzanine 7%

100% 100%
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ESG FACTORSESG FACTORS

• Next to a financial return most investments are impacted by environmental, social 
and governance factors which feed into financial returns

• Capital markets still systematically fail to address many social and environmental 
costs

• Pension funds are an ideal vehicle to take ESG-factors into account because they 
have long-term financial liabilities that encourage long-term investment horizons

• In ABP’s view investment analysis should incorporate ESG factors, both positive 
and negative, to the extent they affect or improve long-term risks and returns

• In ABP’s view investment analysis based on purely financial, short-term objectives 
is a dead end street for pension funds and for society at large

• ABP adheres to the stakeholder model. However, the problem is that stakeholders 
seem to have conflicting preferences.
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STAKEHOLDERS PREFERENCESSTAKEHOLDERS PREFERENCES

Horizon Objectives
short medium long 1e 2e 3e

INVESTORS
hedge funds X fin. return
pensionfunds X fin. return ESG

EMPLOYEES X labour terms continuity ESG

CORPORATE MANAGERS
some X fin. return survival
others X fin. return LT growth ESG

fin. return
SOCIETY AT LARGE X continuity
(media) ESG

growth
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ALIGNMENT BETWEEN STAKEHOLDERS? ALIGNMENT BETWEEN STAKEHOLDERS? 
• The Anglo-Saxon model claims that balance will be achieved through free 

markets and price mechanism (“the invisible hand”)
– seems obvious and highly effective
– but it can take a long time
– In between painful developments can heavily destabilize social and 

environmental context

• Attacking the problem directly by prohibiting harmful behaviour through 
laws and regulations has proven to be an insufficient solution

– financial markets are global → capital flight
– labour markets are global → human talent flight
– environment is global → damage is still done

• In the so-called Rhineland model the ambition is that social and 
environmental risks are pooled and all stakeholders pay a price in 
proportion to their financial and non-financial capacities

– Strong call for consensus
– Strong call for consciousness of social norms
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THE POWER OF THE PRIVATE EQUITY THE POWER OF THE PRIVATE EQUITY 
BUSINESS MODELBUSINESS MODEL
• Private equity promotes entrepreneurship: “creative destruction” (Schumpeter)

• Not myopic like public equity (= sentiment and emotion)

• Potentially intense alignment between investors and corporate managers

• In private: efficient and effective, outside the influence of daily turmoil and/or 
short-termism

• Private equity also keeps corporate managers of public companies alert

• High (financial) returns for investors
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POSSIBLE ISSUES WITH PRIVATE EQUITYPOSSIBLE ISSUES WITH PRIVATE EQUITY
• Some cases of bad management:

– excessive negative impact on employment
– excessive leveraging
– capital destruction

• Lack of transparency, specific investments and society at large 

• Exorbitant bonuses

• Too low hurdle rates (minimum returns), 6-8%

• Tax avoidance

• Conflicts of interest between GP and LP’s

• In general: a serious image problem:
– Greed, and 
– lack of social & environmental & moral sensitivity
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SOLUTIONS FOR PRIVATE EQUITYSOLUTIONS FOR PRIVATE EQUITY

• Transparency and disclosure (see industry initiative: Walker document in 
UK)

• Greater concern for social & environmental issues

• Acceptance of moral standards like paying taxes

• The solution is not restrictive laws and regulations
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BUT BUT …… PUBLIC EQUITY ALSO PART OF PUBLIC EQUITY ALSO PART OF 
PROBLEM!PROBLEM!

• Corporate managers should shy away from short-termism and personal 
greed

• Companies must have a sound strategy which they communicate and stick 
to

• Corporate managers should seriously look at private equity tools, like for 
example more leveraging and operational restructuring methodologies

• Greater concern for social & environmental issues
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CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS (1)(1)

• ABP works hard to integrate ESG factors into investment analysis and decision
making across all assets, including private equity

• Main reason: commitment to sustainability and governance will enhance the long-
term value of ABP’s investments

• Therefore private equity too should contribute to the health and integrity of 
financial markets

• ABP adheres to the stakeholder model, but ABP also has fiduciary duties. In the 
short term these may sometimes conflict, in the long run these will coincide

• Lack of transparency and questionable moral standards are key issues to deal 
with for the private equity industry.
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CONCLUSIONS (2)CONCLUSIONS (2)
• Although some ‘bad’ private equity occurs, this does not mean that the whole

bunch is spoilt

• The advantages of the private equity model are clear:
– Private equity effectively (more than public equity) disciplines corporate 

managers
– Private equity is more long term oriented
– Private equity managers are more aligned with institutional investors
– High investment returns

• Public acceptance can be furthered by:
– Transparency and disclosure
– Incorporating ESG factors in investment analysis
– Ongoing dialogue with private equity firms
– Cooperation between (large) pension funds
– Within the context of the stakeholder model, and
– a strong call on private equity firms’ responsibility towards employees and  

society at large.


